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[One of the origins of this series was my observation that in comparisons 
based on brief wordlists the languages might seem to be sub-grouped according as the 

word for “river” is *KUL-GA/SI, *BUL-GA/SI or *MOG-RI/A. In all of the 
languages for which fuller lexical information was available, however, two and often 
three of these roots were found, variously distributed over meanings “river”, “lake”, 
“well” and “spring”. 

This note covers the word for “water” itself and watery features of the 
landscape. It does not  follow sense-chains   – drink (note 10),   –  thirst(24)...,             
 –  draw-carry(17)...,    –  water-cans/pots(17),    –  rain-to rain-flood...,                          
 –  wet(adj./vb.)-soak-wash-bathe...,         &c.  ] 

 
 
1. Water:  
 
The item for “water” is almost by itself a clear indicator of the correctness of Manessy’s 

Western-Oti/Volta subgroup: all the languages of this group have the *KOO-M form including 
the geographically remote Nõõtré and the often-divergent Dagari, while no other Gur language 

has it, not even the geographically-adjacent and linguistically-close Buli/Kɔnni and 
Bimoba/Konkomba. It is on this basis that I demur from Bodomo's insistence on calling this 
sub-group ‘Ma-Bia’ languages from the words for “mother” and “child” (and the collocation 
‘mother’s child’ which is often used for non-kin ‘brether’ as in “dearly beloved brethren”). It is 
true that linguistic items rather than geographical ones (Oti, Volta, Niger, Congo) would seem 
more appropriate to label linguistic groupings, but it is normal to use the distinctive innovations, 

defining characteristic terms (or phonological rules as in ‘P-Celtic’ vs. ‘Q-Celtic’). MA and BI 
are found throughout Niger Congo and even Afro-Asiatic and, if you believe in it, Nostratic. If 
this type of convention is adopted the W-O/V languages should be called something like ‘Ko-
Kpam’ from the defining innovations *KO-M for water and *KPA-M for “oil”. In contrast the 

general Gur forms are roughly *LE or *NE  –  Swadesh has *ligi-ma for “Common Gur”, 

Manessy *NYA for O/V (see data for BL,KM in Vocab. #1 below), *ni (/na/no) ~ *le (/la/lo) 

for Grusi, and *nǫ (/ni/n ) for “proto-central” –  group 4, O/V and Grusi but not Kurumfe).  
The main variation in W-O/V is in the length of the vowel, short in SF and DB, otherwise long  

–  realized variously as pure length, vowel-glide (-uo- &c.), glottalization (FR, KLT, NB, 

½TL), consonant labialization (kw-) or various combinations. Another variation, at least in the 
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more phonetic transcriptions, is the degree to which the *-M suffix is absorbed into nasalization 
of the vowel (all DR data, including a set of lists from the same researcher on a single survey 

trip, distinguish dialects with ku  from those with kũ !) and ultimately in the southwest is lost 

altogether (see the Birifor-tinged Dagaa dialect labelled ‘BRst1’ in Vocab. 1.a below): 
 
 

Vocab. 1  

“Water”  (S.75; cl   I.A.4) 

 

KR kuom; koom/koomai (N2) -ku  (under "milk, tears") koom (H,N) /kʋʋmai (N);   

DJ  kuoŋ (UK)/kuoŋsii (UK.B);  YR kooŋ, koŋ (JA), koom    (PS);   

HG  koom/koomai;  MP  koom/koomai; DB  kom/komai/ko-;  NN  kwɔ̃  ;   

TL koom (A), kuom (F), kwoom (GG), kwo'm (J), ko' (R);  KLA kuom;   

KLT ku'om;  NB kwɔ'ɔm;  FR ko'om/kɔ'ɔmɔi;  NK kVmii;  NKB ko'om;   

MR koom;  NT kuam;  WL kuɔŋ;  SF kom;    DR kõɔ/kõɔnɛɛ ;   

NR kʋ̃ɔ̃ (J);  DG kũɔ̃/kuomii, kɔ̃wɔ̃ ;  LW kuõ;  BR kʋɔ̃  (J), kʋ̃ɔ/kɔ̃n/kɔ̃ (AW);   

BL nyiam;  KM nyaam 

 
 
As an example of the problems of non-standardised ‘languages’ I will give the ’DR+’ entry  –   
the full range of ‘Waali-Dagaari-Birifor’ forms in my file : 
 
Vocab 1.a 

 

DRnn1 kɔ/kʋɔm ;  DRnn2 kʋ̃ɔ̃ ;  DRnl1 kʋ̃ɔ̃/kʋ̃ɔ̃se;   DRnl3 kʋ̃ɔ̃/kʋ̃ɔ̃se ; DRnl5 ku  

;  DRnj3 kʋ̃ɔ̃/kʋ̃ɔ̃se ;  DRnj4 koɔ ;  DRnj5 kɔ ;  DRnj6 koɔ̃/koɔnɛɛ ;  DRnj7 kʋ̃ɔ̃ ;  

DRnj8 koɔ̃ ;  DRnf3 kũ/kuoni ;  DRcl2 ku  ;  DRck1 koɔ/konɛɛ ;   

    DRck2 koɔng/koɔne ;  DRck3 koɔ/koɔnɛ ;  DRck4 koɔ̃/koɔnɛɛ ;  DRsb1 ku  ;  

DRxx1 kʋɔŋ ;  DRxx2 ku  ; WLwl1 koɔng/kɔ̃hẽ ;  WLwl2 koɔng ;   

    WLwl4 kuɔng ;  WLwl5 kuɔŋ ; WLkf1 ku  ;  WLnh1 kwɔŋ ;  BRnm1 kʋ̃ɔ̃ ;   

    BRnl1 ku  ;  BRst1 koɔ/kɔnn ;  BRst2 koɔn/kɔn ;  BRsg1 kʋ̃ɔ̃/kɔ̃n/kɔ̃- 

                                                      
i   A number of the languages have plurals for the ‘liquid/mass’ class, indicating “types/portions of …” 
ii This material was originally keyboarded in the early days and some complex vowels have got lost in  
change from one font and font system to the next.  Gaps and vowels just marked  V  are probably 
nasalised vowels. 
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2.  ‘River’:  
 

The items which sparked off this study (see above) are the three lexemes *KUL-, *BUL-, and 

*MOG-. The range of meaning attested varies from language to language and in most cases 
our sources are not such that the range of meaning of each word and the semantic contrasts 
which distinguish them can be fully specified. I will illustrate the sort of thing that happens by 
giving details from Mampruli:- 
 
 
 

• buliga  is etymologically a spring ( buli “to spring, ooze; sprout”) including 
waterhole (“springs” in the area do not usually fountain out, but the point is that 
when you  take water out some more comes in), and sometimes deep-dug and 
 -bored wells. 

 

• kuliga  seems to have two foci : it is any place yielding water for human use  –  thus 

you greet Ni i kuliga! to anyone carrying water or at a water-place washing clothes 
or dishes, bathing, &c., even if the place concerned would normallly be called a 

buliga or a mɔ'ari. It is also “small river”, even if far from human habitation (see 
appendix). iii          
           

• mɔ'ari  is a large body of water which does not dry up in a normal dry season, either a 
big river or a lake. In this area about the only non-drying lakes are (some of) the 
earth-walled dam reservoirs, and the only big rivers are the Black and White Voltas 
(and, perhaps, the Nasia and Sissili in their lower courses). 

 
 

Basically the distinction is probably that mɔ'ari has water all the year round, kuliga as “river” 

dries up (for drying-up ponds see 3 below): as “water-place” kuliga is perhaps more general 

and functionally-oriented than buliga, but in Gbeduuri at least they seem to be pretty well 
(sorry!) synonymous. 

Some of these sense-assignments are neutralized or reversed in other languages. I adopt the 
expedient of grouping the obvious cognates into a single list, using superscipt numbers for the 
various meanings (a meaning only found in one language will be listed next to the item 
concerned) 

 

 

 

 
                                                      
iii  It would be nice to be able to etymologize this from *KOO-M and regard it, also, as exclusive 

to W.O/V (not in BL, KM) but  cf. Nawdem  kole/kola “river”: perhaps *KOO- rather came 
from this? 
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2.1 : 

Vocab. 2 

*BUL-GA   :  “ SPRING” 1, “ WELL ” 2, “ WATERHOLE ” 3   (CL I.A.4.a) 

KR buluga1,2, bulli-nimbiri1*  (N) ; buliga/bulsi (N2) ;  YR bulika (PS) ; 

HG buligu/bulisi1,2,3 ;  MP buliga/bulisi1,2,3 ;  DB bilga / bilsi2 (KO) ; 

kɔbilga† (NT), kɔbliga/kɔblisi2† (N) ; kobilnini/kobilnina1* † ;  NN kobuluga1†; 

TL bulig/bulih1‡ ;  KLA bulug/bulis1,2,3, ku'obulum1† ;  KLT bulig/bulis1,2,3 ; 

NB bulik/bulih2‡ ;  FR bulega/bulehe1,2,3, bulniho1* ;  MR bulga/bulsi2, 

koboundega/koboundese1 (H), koboaandga/koboondsi “pompe”(NK) †;  

NT bunna/buni2 ;  WL bulee/bulihi (“lake”); SF buligi ;  DR bul/bule, 

bulee/bulli2, bulnimiri1* ;  DG bule/buli ;  LB bule/bul�i2 ;  BR buli/bulsi; BL 

bulik/bulisa1,2 ;  KM bul-/bulusi, bula1,3 

 

 [NOTES :   *  Second element  =  “eye” (cf. Hebrew, Arabic ‘ayn !) 

   †      First element     =   “water” see Vocab. 1 

   ‡       TL, NB : reflexes of  *-SI , *-FU  phonetically [h] with spread, 

    rounded lips respectively  ] 

[[Further note:-  in items such as the above, *KUL-GA/SI below, and others all the 
languages probably have underlying forms as implied by my starred items, that is with 
consonant-final stem followed by CV suffix: the variety of written vowels separating 
the resulting consonant cluster at the morpheme-juncture reflect different transcriptional 
and orthographic conventions to represent the same sort of centralized transitional 
vowel (which may be “coloured” by the adjacent vowels and/or consonants) in all 
languages. A possible exception is the case of the adjacent Upper-Region languages 
which have consonant-final citation forms  –  KL, NB and TL  –  where the suffix may 
be metathesized (or anticipated before being dropped – Naden in prep.) and the vowel 
represent the suffix vowel.]] 

 
 

*BUL (VERB)  :  “ TO SPRING, OOZE (WATER )” 1 ; “ TO SPROUT, GERMINATE ” 2  (CL  I.B.5.A) 

Vocab. 3 

 

DJ  buli ;  HG  buli/bunna2  ;  MP  m-buli/bunni1,2 ; DB  bule (FS) ; bili//[v.n.] 

bilibu (KO) ;  TL bul2 ; KLA nobug2 ; -bulum ("springing") ;  KLT bul1,2 ;   

KLT bul ("germinate") ;  FR bule1,2 ;  NKB bule/bulla2 ;   MR buli2 ;  WL buli1,2 ;  

DR bul, buli1,2 (BGL, JBD) ;  BL buli1, nyini 
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2.2 : 

*KUL-GA  :  “ WELL ” 1; “ RIVER ” 2 (“ SMALL -” 2a, “ BIG-” 2b); “ WATERHOLE ” 3   (CL I.A.4.a) 

Vocab. 4 

KR kɔlɔ/kɔlɔse2 "(dioula)" (P), kulgi/kulsi2, kuluga/kulsi1 (N) ;   

YR  kulika (PS) ("river") ;  HG kuligu/kuligisi, kulsi1,3 ; MP kuliga/kulisi1,2a,3 ; 

DB kulga (N,NT,WAAW,FS),kulige (KO)/kulsi (FS),kulisi (KO) 1,2a,3; 

kuliboŋ/kulibɔna 2a ; NN kuluga1 ;  TL kɔlig/kɔlih1,2a ;  KLA kolog/kolos1,2,3 ;  

KLT kulug/kulis1,2,3 ;  NB kulǝg/kuli (N1), kulǝk/kulih (N2) ;   

FR kolega/kolehe, kulega/kulesi1,2b,3 ;    NKB kʋlaa/kʋlaasi2a,b, kʋlga/kʋlsɩ3*  ;   

MR kwilaga/kwilise (H), kʋɩlga/kʋɩlse/kʋl- (NK)1,2a,b,3* ;  NT kɔra/kɔrsi2b,3* ;  

SF kɔlɔŋ ;  DR kula/kuli ; DRnl2 kʋla/kʋlse (“lake“);  BR kula/kulse3 (and “valley, 

even if there is no water” AW) 

 

 [ NOTE: * I am taking “marigot” as ‘waterhole’ > ‘swamp’ ] 

 

2.3 :  

*MOG-RI  :  “ LAKE ” 1; “ RIVER ” 2 (“ BIG-” 2a, “ SMALL -” 2b); “ DAM ” 3   :  (CL  I.A.4.A) 

Vocab. 5 

 

KR mɔɣɔri/mɔɣa2(N) ; YR mɔɣɔre (mɔɣɔ-tita/bila) (PS) ;  HG mogri,mogiri/ 

moga/mogi- 2 ;   MP mɔ'ari/mɔ'a1,2a,3 ;  DB mɔɣ(i)li/mɔɣa2;  TL mwɔ'ar2a ;  

KLA mɔ'ar/mɔ'a1,3 ;  KLT mɔ'ɔt2 ;  NB mɔ̃'ɔ̃r/mɔ̃'a 1, mɔɣǝr/mɔɣa1 (both N); 

FR mɔgɔrɛ/mɔga/mɔgɔ- 1,2b,3; NKB mɔgrɛ/mɔga1,2.a; MR mogere1,3, mogre “mer” 

(NK);  BL moge/moga1,2,3 ; KM moɣ-/moɣa2 
 
[Note on medial “g” : In all languages a medial postvocalic (various detailed 
specifications of environment)  g  has non-velar-plosive allophones. The most obvious 
are the voiced velar fricatives of DR, FR, HG, KM, (?BL, MR?); the most distinctive 
are DB’s voiced pharyngeal flap, orthographically the IPA velar-fricative (gamma) 
symbol,  and the glottal stop marked by apostrophe in KL and MP orthography and also 
in phonetic NB and TL (FR and some KL glots are not /g/ allophones)  –  extreme west 
dialects of MP have the DB sound while a group of far-western MP villages actually 
have [g] !]    
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2.4 :  River and streams flow: as this verb appears on the Swadesh list (#118) the assortment of 
forms for this item may perhaps be given. It is not easy to elicit, the normal “flowing” of rivers 
does not excite much remark, the idea of paths “flowing with water” after a heavy storm may 
perhaps produce the right item:- 

 

“F LOW ”  : (cl I.A.4.b) : S.118
 

Vocab. 6 

KR zɔ ("run") (N2) ;  YR (a) yira (PS) ;  MP pɔbi/pɔbri//pɔppu ;  DB zɔ ("run") ;   

NN pala ;  KLA pobi/pobid, zo ("run") ;  NB lob, loobig (= "throw"?) ;  NKB zoe/zotɩ 

("run") ;  MR zoe ("run") ;  SF pǝbri ;  DR du ;  KM pali ;  BL chali ("run") 
 

 
 
 

3.  ‘Swamp’: 
  

The next set of items to consider is a constellation around a *BO ~ BA root. Manessy’s 

reconstructions include O/V *BO “swamp” (*BU “well”, Grusi FI/UL ~ BU(L) presumably the 

link with *BUL-GA above). As an example of the range, MP has forms boo/baari (2 senses), 

baa/baasi, bɔkku/bɔ'ari, and bɔ'ari/bɔ'a; and the span of meanings in the various languages 
“wetlands” (British agricultural “bottom” Fr. bas-fonds), “garden”, “small river”, “lake”, 
“swamp”, “hole in the ground”, “pothole”, “valley”, “pond”. 
 
 
 

3.1.1   The most consistent item is probably *BOG-KU “hole in the ground” (“hole in a tree” 

and “hole (gen.)” are different items  –  *YOG-KU and *VO-KU respectively) :- 

 

*BOG-KU/TI  : “ HOLE IN THE GROUND , POTHOLE ” 1, “ VALLEY ” 2 (cl I.D.7.e ;  I.A.3.b) 

Vocab. 7 

KR bɔgɔ (under "creuser") (P), bɔgɔ2 (P) ;  DJ  /bɔɣrɩ ("des creux") ;  

MP bɔkku/bɔ'ari1,2 ; NN bɔɣɔ ("lake") ;    TL boko/bogoh1 ;  KLA (bum-)bok/bo'at2 ;  

FR boko/bogero1,2 ;  NKB boko/bogro1 ; MR boko/bogdo1 ;  WL bɔgu,bɔɔ/bɔre1,2 

(kɔmbɔɔ /kɔmbɔɔri “river”);  DR  boɣ/boɣr (K), bog/bogr (EH) bogi/bogri1 

(BGL,JBD) ;  LW bɔɔ ("hole" SOL 28 ; "den" 87 - bɔɔ pla "white hole" MBG 28);    

 BR bɔɔ/bɔr1 ; BL biok/baata ("hole for seed") ;  KM bɔgu2 
 

KLA lombo'og “garden” and  WL lɔhimbɔ “valley” are probably derived from the 

interference (‘folk-etymology’?) of these forms with the borrowing of lambuu (Hausa – 

“irrigated farm”)  < lombo lombo (Songhay “flooded with water”) [source Baldi  1997 
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3.1.2  The same root in class II rather than IV is less common :- 
 

*BOG-RI/-A   :  “ POOL” 1; “ VALLEY ” 2; “ HOLE IN GROUND ” 3; “ DITCH ” 4   (CL I.D.7.E ;  
I.A.3.B) 

Vocab. 8 

DJ bɔɣrɩ ("creux") ; HG bogiri/ boga2,3 ; MP bɔ'ari/bɔ'a1,3,4 (extreme W. [bɔɣri/bɔɣa]);   

DB boɣli,bɔɣili/bɔɣa3 (KO) ;  KLA bɔ'ar/bɔ'a2 
 

 

3.1.3   A few examples are also found of a Class III  *BOG-KA/-SI :  

*BOG~BAG-KA/SI  :    “ SWAMP”   

Vocab. 9 

FR  bɔka/bɔgɔhe “spring, well, pond”; MR baka/bagese;  far-West MP bɔkka/bɔgsi  

“lake”:  DR  bagbere/bagbɛɛ  “big river” has  *bag-  (“big, fat” is *–be- ) but 

compounding with the adjectival conceals the noun’s declension.  cf. also BRsg1 

tambɔɔ/tambɔɔse  which may be *TAN  “soil, rock” (Lexinote #7, ʋ̃1) + this item ( *g,b > 

w > ɔ ,o is a common development in these languages). 

 

3.2.  There is also an open-syllable form  *BO-,  presumably the same root without extension 

*-G- (Manessy, 1975, 133f.), alternating with *BA-, (*-O- and *-Ű often go to -a-).  

 

3.2.1   In class IV  this is fairly consistently “swamp”:- 

*BO~BA-KU/TI   :  “ SWAMP”   :  (CL I.A.3.D) 

Vocab. 10 

MP boo/baari ;  TL bo'og ;  KLA bon'og/bon'od ;  KLT baung/baund ;   

? FR  bɔn'ɔn/boro ("rough place") ;  NKB bõ'ogɔ/bõ'orɔ ;  MR bãoogo/bãado, bogo ;  

DR bV   
 

[NOTES:  MP  root ending in –a  + suffix –gu   →    -oo   cf.   doo/daari “stick”,  

voo/vaari  “leaf”  and  ct. underlying stem-final   -o  : moo/moori  “grass” 

: *-KU  has a strong ‘w-prosody’ effect 

 KLA   i.e.  [bɔ̃�ɔ̃g]  &c.        ::  KLT   [b ũg]     &c.   ] 
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3.2.2   Again with class III *KA/SI :- 
 

*BA-KA/-SI   :  “ BOTTOM ” 1; “ RIVER (SMALL )” 2; “ LAKE ” 3; “ VALLEY ” 4 

Vocab. 11   

DJ baa/baasi4 ;  HG baa4 ; MP baa/baasi1,2,3,4  ; DR baa/baar,baare,baarɩ,baaru2* ;   

SF bantara3 ;  BR fobaa (“water-place, river, pump”);  MR bãka/bãgse ; 

BL viak/vaasa1,4 †   

 

[NOTES:  DR * most dialects show rhotacism, so that the reflex of  *-SI  is *r(V)             
         item  may belong here, see ** : also compounded forms in 11.a below    

   BL † cf. biak/baasa  “dog”  which in nearly all the other languages  is 

 baa/baasi] 

 

This root is presumably the first element in the Dagaari items below;  *bǫr-  is “big”, what are 
the other elements?   
 

Vocab. 11.a 

 “ DAM ”  :   DRnj2 bagbɛre/bagbɛɛ;  

  DRnj4 babegraa/babegre ;  DRnj5 babegraa/babegre ;   

   DRnj6 babegraa/babegre ; DRnl1 babɛgro/babɛgrɩ    

  DRck4 balɔɔraa/balɔɔre 

“ LAKE ”  :  DRnn1 bayɛlʋ/bayɛlsɩ 

 
  
3.3   In the territory and climate of the region this constellation of meanings is perfectly 
reasonable. In the rainy season any hole in the ground becomes a puddle, pool or lake according  
to size; if the ground is soft, a swamp; if subject to traffic, a pothole; soil and water run down 
into the low-lying land in the wet bottomlands forming a fertile but marshy farm or garden; the 
lake may overflow into a river. Conversely in the six rainless months all but the biggest rivers, 
lakes and marshes dry up into mere holes in the ground or dry valleys. 
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4 The remaining items are a miscellaneous collection with glosses overlapping or adjoining 
those of the sets in 2-3 above.  

 

4.1  The biggest remaining set of cognates is on root *BE(N) 

 

*BEN-KU/A  “ POND” 1; “ LAKE ” 2; “ SWAMP” 3 : (CL I.A.4.A) 

Vocab. 12 

KR bieŋa2 (SL) ;  HG beeŋu/beena/beeŋ- 2 ;  MP beeŋŋu/beema/beeN- 1,3 ;   

DB biɛŋ, bieŋ, biɔŋ/biɛma (KO)1 ;  KLA beuŋ2 ;   

BL beo/beenta3 (P), bioŋ/bionta1 (Gray) 

NT bɛwo/bɛto2 ;  BL beli/bela (“river”) 
 
 

4.2  :  “Dam”  –   that is, the reservoir backed up by a dam, some of which dry up and some 
retain water all year round   –   is often referred to by borrowing the English word (see also 
Vocabulary 11.a above): 

 

*DAM-  “ DAM ”  : (CL I.A.4.A) 

Vocab. 12 

HG/KR dampu ;  DRnn1 dampʋ/dampɩrɩ ;  DRck2 dampo/damprr  (sic!) ;  

WLwl2 dampo/dampohe ;  BRst1 dampu ;  BRst2 dampu/dampusi  
 

BRsg1 offers as one of three alternatives  gɔmɩnate i.e. ‘government’ … “(alien) public 
works project” 

 

4.3  These languages are, and seem always to have been (Manessy 1975, 216f. ) spoken in the 

inland savannah region; “the sea” is often rendered by “big *MOG”, but some loans are found, 

mostly from Hausa teku:- 

 

“SEA”    :  (S.120 ;  CL I.A.4.A) 

Vocab. 14 

HG teeku;  MP teeku  ;  DB teeku ;  NN tɛŋku ;  KLA atiuk ;  NKB ateko  

KR mɔɣɔri/mɔɣa ( "lake") (N2) ;  FR mɔgɔkantɛ ("big lake")    

MR kokasenga ("senior water")  

WL mani ("big river") 
 
 
4.4   In the Northwestern corner of Ghana (‘Waali/Dagaari’) there are some occurrences of  

*MAN for “river”, which  is probably more widely-distributed than my examples show and may 
well mean “big river” and specifically the Black Volta (so Goody MBG p.59). As it is also used 

for “sea” in WL, at least, it probably covers “lake” and is the equivalent of   √ *MOG 
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*MAN    :   “( BIG) RIVER ”  

Vocab. 15 

 

DRck3-4, WLwl2 mane/mama; LW  man;  BRst1,2 mann/mama;  

BRsg1 (1) man/manse (BR stem maan- or mann- (in  “island“)) 
 
other items that seem to be confined to this area are:- 
 
 

 “ DAM 1/LAKE 2 ”  

Vocab. 16 

DRnl1 kpel2 ;  DRnj4 kpel,kpelaa/kpelle2 ;  DRnj6 kpele/kpelẽẽ 2; 

DRck1 gbatarɩ/gbatẽẽ1;  BRst1 gbalara2 ;  BRsg1 gbatara/gbatai2 

DRck4 dagraa/dagre2 ; 

BRsg1  bʋ̃ kʋ̃ɔ1 (? bțɶ from the “spring” root  –  Vocabs. 2, 3 ) 

 
 
 
4.4  None of the oddments that remain represent widely-attested cognate-sets in my data:- 
 

MP   taalli/taala (synonym of beeŋŋu); TL tintaali “river”; 

MP   na'ari/na'a “bottom” (synonym of baa); 

DB   naɣliŋga/naɣlima, naɣruŋ/naɣrima ("small valley ");  

DB   yilim/yilima ("deep valley"); zolɔŋ/zolɔna ("~ in mountains") (KO); 

KM   loa/loosi “lake”; NKB lʋa/lɔɔsɩ “well” 

NB   teŋ-wook “hole in the ground” (teŋ- is “ground  –  see Lexinote #7: is the 

  second element derived from, or a mis-hearing of, *bok- (Vocabs. 7-9) ?  

BL   golok/gola “pothole”; ŋmaŋ/ŋmansa “bottom” 

DJ (UK)  caru/carsi  “lake” 

BL (LK)    pon (“river (small)”)  

KLA(OT) bon'ofalig “deep valley, ravine” 

DR (3)  foɔlaa/foɔle “valley, low lying land”  

BR (AW) fobaa “water-place, river, pump” 
 

[Apologetic note on summary forms: I notice that I have been inconsistent above in the 
summary-forms of non-initial stops. In general these are subject to neutralisation of the 
opposition of voicing, usually being voiced except when preceded by the same consonant (e.g. 

MP kukka/kugsi “stool”, lɔbi/lɔppu “throw (rt/v.n.)”, buri/butta “sow (rt./imv.) ”); as 
voicing word-internally is a more natural assimilatory change, one tends to look to an underlying 
voiceless  if a choice must be made. If I have written *-KU, then the suffix of sg. class III should 
be *-KA and the end of the root for “hole” &c. *BOK-; sg. of cl. II can remain *-RI (as opposed 
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to *-DI) as it has some special reflexes  –  *li  as sx. and object pn. in DB, and as obj. pn. in KLiv, 
&c.] 

 

NOTE ON PLACE-NAMES 
 
Some of the above items are evident in place-names in the area. Students of toponymy in this 
region need to take map names with a large pinch of salt. For one thing, names show clear signs 
of surveyors relying on interpreters from one stage nearer “civilisation”:- thus a Mamprusi town 

is mapped as “Gambaga”, the DBform, (the inhabitants say Gambaa), while the Kusaasi head-

town of Bɔk is mapped as “Bawku”(MP Bɔkku). For another, the naming of rivers is not a 
culturally normal activity. Few settlements have more than one river relevant to their daily lives: 
if travelling, one would refer to “the river of” whatever place one encountered it at. Presumably 

nobody in the old days (and not many today) knew or cared that the Kpaligu mɔ'ari (White 

Volta at “Pwalugu”/Kologu on the Bolga.-Tamale road) the Kpasinkpɛ mɔ'ari (W.V. at 

Kpasinkpe) and the Yamma mɔ'ari (west of Walewale) were different parts of the “same” 
geographical feature. So it would seem that in answer to the mapmaker’s query “What do you 
call that river?” the common replies were “the river of (this village)”, “the river of (next village 
up-stream)”, or some such appellation as “big river” or “wet valley”. Village-names, sometimes 
referring to water-features, may be rather more reliable, with judicious interpretation of spelling 

non-conventions (“Bawku” and “Na Yorko”, 5 miles apart, are Bɔkku and Na-yɔkku). A 
search through the 1:50,000 Ghana survey maps (the only ones with remotely reliable names, 
and sometimes even locations) which I have, covering most of Mampurugu and some 

neighbouring bits of Kusaug and Dagbɔŋ, reveals the following:- 

River names with *KUL-KA :     22 
e.g.  Kuldabila (“small big river”)  

 Kulkpaŋŋa (“strong river”)          
 Gambaakuliga (“Gambaga river”) 

 
 
River names with *BUL-KA :      6            

e.g.  Kpambulaga (“guineafowl spring”) KL 
 Bulobila (“small spring”)                                        

 
         *   (included on both lists : Kologsibluga ) 
 
Village names with *KUL-KA  : 1           
   Kuluguana (also the local river) 
 
Village names with *BUL-KA  : 3           
  e.g.  Guabuliga (“thorn spring”) 
 
 
River names with *BOK-    :      6                
  e.g. Yabogo (3x, DB) 
   Bogdoo 
 

                                                      
iv In fact it is in general variation with  /d/ as initial consonant of all the pronouns, deictics &c. derived 
from this class 
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Village names with *BOK-  :      4               
  e.g.  Bawku   
   Bogmaasa (“wet holes”) 
   Dagbiriboari (“stump holes”)  
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Western Oti/Volta Lexinotes : Sources 
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(R) Lists in Rattray, 1932  
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Geoffrey Hunt p.c. (H)   
YR  –  Kantoontiri (Yare):  (A) James Agalik; Paul/Jennifer Schaefer survey (PS) 1996;  
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FR   –  Frafra: written sources, p.c. Bob/Nancy Schaefer ; Rapp 1966 (ELR); Manessy 1968/71 
(M); Roger Blench (RB) 1997 

GN   –  Gurenne: (J)  –  origin unrecorded  
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NKB  –  Burkina Faso Ninkãrɛ used in publications: SIL, 1996  

MR   –  Moore: printed sources, Hall n/d (1948), (H); Canu,1968/71; Tiendrebeogo/Pagéard, 
1975; Prost 1974.b (P) 

NT   –  Nootre: Prost, 1971, Prost, 1974.b, Prost, 1975  
DG   –  Dagara: Burkina Faso (J); Pénou-Achille, 1982 (PA); (B) Banasik (see DR);  Kuupole, 

1994 (DDK); Manessy 1968/71 (M) 
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Also some abbreviations for  groups of languages :– 
 
Oti/Volta (O/V)  

 Gurma    (GRM)  :    BM ... 

 Western   (W.O/V)  

  Northwestern  (NW) :    MR, NT, FR, NK, NKB, DR, DG, WL, LW, BR 

  Southeastern  (SE) :    DB, NN, HG, KR, YR, DJ, MP, TL (KL, NB) 

 Buli/Kɔnni     (BL/K) :    BL, KM 
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LEXINOTE Programme 
 

# Title Publication History 
0 The English/French side of the Wordlist 2 fasc. + article done: base keyed 
1.  General North-Ghanaian Vocabulary partly written/keyboarded 
2.  Coming and Going 3~4/83: article; .DOC *.pdf 
3.  Sun and God 12/82 : .DOC  
4.  Rob, Help, Save 9/83 : .DOC 
5.  Mental, Perception 10/83 : .DOC 
6.  Water 6/83 : paper, .DOC 11/2002,04/06 
7.  Land, Earth, Ground, World 7/83 : .DOC -data 
8.  Bush, Near and Far 5/83 : .DOC -data 
9.  Cut, Chop, Break data 
10.  Eat/Chew, Drink, Suck  
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11.  Belly, Pregnancy, Back, ‘Waist’  
12.  Arms and Legs 10/84 : .DOC -data 
13.  Artefacts - Pots, Baskets, Mats & Tools  
14.  Traditional Religion 6/84; article; DOC 
15.  Grasscutters and Palmists - trouble with 

rodents 
 

16.  Posture - Lie, Sit, Stand  
17.  Loads, Gear, Traps, and Furniture  
18.  Beat, Pound, Chop  
19.  Musical Instruments  
20.  Colours 2/83 : .DOC -data 
21.  Eyes, Face, Mouth, Nose data 
22.  Big and Small  
23.  Domestic Animals  
24.  Emotional States  
25.  Being and Having 5/97 ; seminar paper; .DOC 

 


